
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Case Title: 

Name: 

Organization: 

Summary: 

Think about which subcomponents of the Collaborating, Learning & Adapting (CLA) Framework 
are most reflected in your case so that you can reference them in your submission: 

• Internal Collaboration

• External Collaboration

• Technical Evidence Base

• Theories of Change

• Scenario Planning

• M&E for Learning

• Pause & Reflect

• Adaptive Management

• Openness

• Relationships & Networks

• Continuous Learning & Improvement

• Knowledge Management

• Institutional Memory

• Decision-Making

• Mission Resources

• CLA in Implementing Mechanisms



 

 
 

 

    
  

1. What is the general context in which the case takes place? What organizational or 
development challenge(s) prompted you to collaborate, learn, and/or adapt? 

2. Why did you decide to use a CLA approach? Why was CLA considered helpful for 
addressing your organizational or development challenge(s)? 



  

    
  

3. Tell us the story of how you used a collaborating, learning and/or adapting approach 
to address the organizational or development challenge described in Question 2. 



  
 

 

 

 

4. Organizational Effectiveness: How has collaborating, learning and adapting affected 
your team and/or organization? If it's too early to tell, what effects do you expect to see 
in the future? 

5. Development Results: How has using a CLA approach contributed to your development 
outcomes? What evidence can you provide? If it's too early to tell, what effects do you 
expect to see in the future? 



  

 

 
6. What factors enabled your CLA approach and what obstacles did you
encounter? How would you advise others to navigate the challenges you faced?

The CLA Case Competition is managed by USAID LEARN, a Bureau for Policy, Planning and Learning 
(PPL) mechanism implemented by Dexis Consulting Group and its partner, RTI International. 
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	Submitter: Samuel Gerstin
	Organization: Freedom House
	Caption: Message board for the "HRSM Learn" platformCredit:  Freedom House
	Case Title: Human Rights Support Mechanism:  How to Operationalize Learning across a Consortium
	Image_af_image: 
	Summary: When it comes to CLA--certainly, when it comes to 'global' CLA--time and space matter.  This is not a new revelation, but it merits continued examination because while many of us routinely acknowledge this fact, we are less prone to invest in this time and maintain this space (or at the very least we struggle to determine how to do this).  This case examines the efforts undertaken by the PROGRESS Consortium to operationalize a Project-level global Learning Agenda across 10+ Activity teams.In socializing our global Learning Agenda, our team has considered our overall vision, alongside our consortium's opportunities and constraints towards achieving this vision (this is an act of managerial acrobatics in itself).  We start by recognizing that true learning is grounded in the collective experience of all consortium members, and not merely retrospective analysis by a certain few.  Every day, every single staff member is reflecting on the dynamics of their Activity; we aim to capture every single individual reflection on a continual basis, in compiling a much more exhaustive 'story' of our PROGRESS experience.First, we present our Agenda to individual Activity teams (traveling the globe via plane and Skype).  Next, we create a virtual space where our team from Honduras can 'bump into' our team from, say, Armenia.  And in this space, they may find all sorts of ready-made conversation threads and activities--and point people!--to incite them to engage.The journey of the PROGRESS Learning Agenda is only now underway, but there is already plenty to share.  Foresight, ambition and a healthy dose of humility are the prevailing themes.
	Impact: As the Learning Agenda is only now underway, we can provide our hope on what this will mean to our Activity teams.Foremost, we would hope this Agenda succeeds in bringing the consortium together to deliver our annual and final learning reports.Beyond this, our sincere hope is the learning platform in particular provides a level of authority to individual staff members, and particularly lower-level staff members who may not have this authority at present.  The experience of sharing your reflections instantaneously to colleagues the world over, and reading their responses, can have a rollover effect in your immediate setting (e.g., proactive sharing during team meetings, newfound courage to bring forth ideas, etc.)And at the team level we hope that, in seeing how easily the platform enables them to plug into the full consortium, more time is spent during team meetings and other internal processes to curate reflection and knowledge--with an eye towards sharing.
	Why: ey members of the PROGRESS Consortium are familiar with the CLA Framework and the LEARN team's efforts to streamline and socialize adaptive management across the Agency (and by extension among Implementing Partners).  In planning for implementation, our team drafted a Learning Agenda based on central components of the CLA Framework, and within it noted instances where a CLA approach would complement the larger M&E system (e.g., pause-and-reflect).Over time, our team realized the PROGRESS Consortium's 'story' is ultimately better assessed through our CLA efforts, more so than our Project-level M&E system.  Our M&E system, as most others, is founded on standardized performance and outcome indicators, and these provide a means to identify global trends in programming results.  However, as this is one level removed from the Activities themselves, it is unlikely to capture the true dynamics behind such trends (Activities have individualized M&E plans and customized indicators which are indeed more revealing of their dynamics, but these cannot be assessed globally).  Therefore it became clear quite early on that an emphasized CLA component to our Learning Agenda was critical in diving beyond standardized indicator results.  Under HRSM, CLA was going to need to be pervasive at the Activity level in a way our M&E system was not--to bring us our 'story.'
	Factors: Enablers:- Honesty/ self-accountability.  In socializing the Learning Agenda, our team has been frank.  To Activities, we explain our vision for HRSM learning, how we mean to operationalize this through our knowledge/ data sources and learning platform, and how we anticipate their feedback.  We acknowledge Project-level learning is not their mandate, but emphasize the opportunity this presents for peer engagement and recognition of their work in D.C.- Deliberateness.  It would not be enough to distribute a learning question centered on individual experiences absent a platform to share these out, just as it would be unwieldy to roll out a learning platform without a central question to unite the conversation.  Our team has taken the time necessary to streamline each aspect of the Learning Agenda--question, tools and platform--before bringing these to our Activity teams; this process has taken the better part of four months.- Resourcing.  The HRSM MEL Specialist is a full-time HQ staffer (Freedom House) tasked with delivering the lessons learned reports, and is provided the time to prepare and roll out the Learning Agenda.Obstacles:- No matter how extensively Project-level learning is socialized, as this isn't an Activity mandate individuals may not find the time or motivation to engage.  However, as we acknowledge this face-to-face with Activity teams, we find they are more willing to admit this themselves (i.e., they see our team is not oblivious to their reality, and are therefore inclined to lay their cards on the table so can collectively move forward).- Even if individuals are inclined to engage in Project-level learning, speaking openly is daunting (particularly for lower-level staffers).  As a start, our team is focused on appreciative inquiry--prompting reflection around positive developments, before moving towards challenges.  As always, we have been frank in requesting individuals celebrate rather than scold their colleagues who have the courage to share their experiences.
	CLA Approach: To operationalize our global HRSM Learning Agenda, PROGRESS reflected on its learning principles:- Every PROGRESS staff member, on any individual Activity, is a valuable contributor to HRSM learning- Learning does not happen merely at one-off moments, but continuously on a day-to-day basis- Poignant learning moments are found in implementation challenges and successes, as these underlie dynamics driving the HRSM experience around human rights advocacy programmingRunning counter to these principles, however, are gaps many teams face (let alone a global consortium):- Learning is too often the discipline of one or a few individuals (MEL staff and/or senior staff)- Learning, as a systematized process, routinely occurs during reporting periods, a quantitative or qualitative evaluation/ assessment, close-out...and rarely other times- Learning agendas are generally captured through a research-oriented line of questioning that may cultivate the attention of specialist staff, but is otherwise removed from the day-to-day experiences of the larger teamTo realize our principles and overcome these gaps, HRSM undertook the following:First, our team condensed the Learning agenda to one central question, accessible to every single staff member under any Activity:  "What would YOU like to pass on to a similar Activity starting up 5, 10 years down the road?"  This question reflects the fact each individual has a unique set of experiences to contribute—and understanding that, assessed collectively, these draw out our 'story' of effective programming in the human rights advocacy space.Second, our team reoriented each existing source of knowledge and data towards this central learning question:- As part of quarterly reports, we drafted a cover page template prompting reflection on whether developments in 1) the political economy and/or 2) project data spoke to the learning question.- For Activity-level learning events, we drafted an ex-post analysis form requesting two 'crowd-sourced' insights speaking to the learning question.- In drafting an annual learning survey, we built a questionnaire to probe Activities' unique reflections on community entry and stakeholder engagement, maintaining sensibilities and gaining trust, ensuring sustainability, and other drivers of/ barriers to ongoing implementation.- For USAID-commissioned evaluations and case studies, we composed an internal guidance ensuring a minimum line of questioning around the learning question (in accordance with ADS 201).**M&E for Learning; Knowledge Management**Third, our team identified a learning platform to convene the consortium--and mitigate one-off, restricted learning.  To this end, we have partnered with Groups.io, an email-based communication platform, given:  a) everybody is always on email, b) email communication works well in low-bandwidth environments, and c) nobody has to learn a new system, e.g. Slack.  Following engagement with Groups.io representatives and a short pilot trial, we introduced hrsmlearn@groups.io.(The meaningfulness of a day-to-day virtual learning platform cannot be overstated.  All staff members--on any Activity--perhaps walking to work in the morning, have their ‘ah-ha’ moments.  Under HRSM, this staffer need only log onto email, craft their moment into a short message, and post.  Thus the hrsmlearn platform distinguishes our full HRSM Learning Agenda as holistic and democratic, and grounded in peer-to-peer learning.)**Openness; Knowledge Management**Finally, our Learning Agenda was socialized.  The HRSM MEL Specialist spoke with each Activity team (in-person and via Skype) to detail the central learning question and gain feedback on the platform.  Whenever an individual showed excitement or eagerness, our Specialist asked if they would be interested in joining a core working group and acting as an ongoing 'learning advocate' for their colleagues.**Internal Collaboration; Relationships & Networks**
	Context: USAID DRG's Human Rights Support Mechanism (HRSM) is a five-year, $25 million Leader-with-Associates (LWA) award held by Freedom House, Pact International, American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative, Search for Common Ground, and Internews--collectively, the PROGRESS Consortium.  Through this mechanism, PROGRESS is mandated to "lay out knowledge created from PROGRESS' data on global trends, best practices, lessons learned and programming recommendations;" i.e., determine proto-theories of change around effective programming across closed/ closing civic spaces in partnership with human rights defenders and civil advocacy organizations representing oft-marginalized groups.As an LWA in its third year, PROGRESS comprises 11 teams—with more to come—across the Americas, Africa, Europe and Asia.  HRSM further administers global Rapid Response awards for short-term programming around 'action-forcing' events.  The nature of an LWA award is new Associate Awards or Rapid Response teams might arise anywhere, at any time.The 'what' is straightforward:  bring the knowledge and data housed among these teams to the fore; assess common trends and implied meaning; and articulate these as contribution to USAID's evidence on human rights advocacy programming.  Our HRSM Learning Agenda.The 'how' is trickier, and prompts a CLA approach.  Organizationally, our consortium teams are scattered across the globe, unknown to each other, and not mandated at the Activity level to share and engage.  How do we socialize the Project-level HRSM Learning Agenda?  How do we encourage not only teams, but individuals, to reflect upon their implementation experiences?  And how do we enable a platform for this reflection, sharing and learning to take place?
	Impact 2: Our HRSM mandate is to produce an annual, and final, lessons learned report.  With or without our CLA approach, we would inevitably produce these reports; our CLA approach, however, lends much rigor to the end product.We envision our HRSM body of knowledge as a pool.  On one hand, absent an open and accessible learning question, a series of sources that reflect this question, and--importantly--a platform to bring these reflections to the fore, the amount of knowledge we might could extract from this pool would be limited (relegated, in fact, to whatever we could glean through quarterly report narratives, and possibly an annual survey).However, our HRSM Learning Agenda is designed to probe individuals' knowledge on a continuous basis, and provide them a safe space to share.  Knowing people learn in different ways, we have built-in multiple conversation threads--spot reflection, picture reports, assumption lists, pause-and-reflect--that should cater to individuals' communication preferences.  We are further instigating activities such as an internal case competition, project 'spotlight' days, video and picture essays, and individualized interviews.  We have spoken with our Activity Chiefs of Party so they, in turn, reassure to their staff that our platform will remain accessible only to consortium members.  The intent is to drain as much of our pool as we can, and this is best achieved through reaching as many people as possible, through multiple channels.Further, our learning platform provides our consortium members an opportunity to lend their contributions to Project-level reporting--so HRSM lessons learned are fully ground-truthed, rather than our HQ team's interpretation of results (which would be the only possible recourse were our full body of knowledge to consist of quarterly reports).


